
The Trigonometric Functions (Part II)

In the last section, we introduced the trigonometric functions sine, cosine, and tangent. These
functions take as input the radian measure θ of an angle in standard position and give as output certain
ratios associated with points on the terminal ray of the angle. In particular, if P = (x, y) is any point on
the terminal ray of the angle that is a positive distance r from the origin, then

cos(θ) =
x

r
sin(θ) =

y

r
tan(θ) =

y

x

In this section, we will develop the graphs of these three functions. Let’s begin by returning to the fan
problem from the last section.

A bug is sitting on the tip of one blade on a fan having a radius of two feet. Jade turns on the fan,
and the blades begin to rotate in the counterclockwise direction as a constant angular speed. Let’s assume
that we have placed the fan at the center of a rectangular grid so that the bug’s initial position is on the
positive x-axis at the point (2, 0).

Problem 1. Suppose we take a photo of the fan, and suppose we let θ be the radian measure of the angle
defined by the bug’s new position. If we know that the angle is in Quadrant II, and we know that
sin(θ) = .25, what are the actual coordinates of the bug’s position?

The diagram below shows several equally spaced positions for the bug in Quadrant I, along with
symbols for the radian measures of the angles defined by these positions.
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Problem 2. Use the positions of the bug to fill in the following table. Estimate your numbers to the
nearest hundredth.

θ x-coordinate y-coordinate cos(θ) sin(θ) tan(θ)

A rad

B rad

C rad

D rad

E rad

F rad

H rad

The diagram below shows some equally spaced positions for the bug in Quadrant II, along with symbols
for the radian measure of the angles defined by these positions.
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Problem 3. If the spacing between positions in this diagram is the same as the spacing between positions
in the previous diagram, use the information from Problem 2 to help you fill in the table below. You
don’t need to measure anything.

θ x-coordinate y-coordinate cos(θ) sin(θ) tan(θ)

I rad

J rad

K rad

L rad

M rad

N rad

Problem 4. Plot the ordered pairs (θ, cos(θ)) from the table in Problems 2 and 3 on the grid below and
use these points to guide a sketch of f(θ) = cos(θ) for values of θ in Quadrants I and II. Repeat this
for g(θ) = sin(θ) on the same grid. Be sure to label your graphs.
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Problem 5. Plot the ordered pairs (θ, tan(θ)) from the table in Problems 2 and 3 on the grid below and
use these points to guide a sketch of h(θ) = tan(θ) for values of θ in Quadrants I and II.

When graphing the tangent function in Quadrants I and II, how do you think you should draw the graph
as you get close to H rad? Explain your reasoning.
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The diagram below shows some equally spaced positions for the bug in Quadrant III, along with
symbols for the radian measure of the angles defined by these positions.

Problem 6. If the spacing between positions in this diagram is the same as the spacing between positions
in the previous diagrams, use the information from Problem 2 to help you fill in the table below. You
don’t need to measure anything.

θ x-coordinate y-coordinate cos(θ) sin(θ) tan(θ)

O rad

P rad

Q rad

R rad

S rad

T rad
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Problem 7. Now suppose that six additional equally spaced positions are placed in Quadrant IV. Moving
counterclockwise, le the radian measures for the angles these positions define be called

U rad V rad W rad X rad Y rad Z rad

If the spacing between these positions is the same as in the previous problems, use the data from Problem
2 to fill in the following table.

θ x-coordinate y-coordinate cos(θ) sin(θ) tan(θ)

U rad

V rad

W rad

X rad

Y rad

Z rad

Problem 8. The bug’s positions shown in the diagrams above are exactly
π

6
feet apart along the circum-

ference of the circle. With this in mind, what is the exact value of the measures

(a) A rad (b) B rad (c) H rad

(d) N rad (e) J rad (f) T rad

Problem 9. As with the measures you considered in Problem 8, all of the radian measures used in the
tables above can be written as integer multiples of

π

12
rad. The horizontal axis on the grid appearing

on the next page has been marked off in increments of
π

6
rad (so the horizontal scale is half of the one

used for the grids in Problems 4 and 5). Write in the radian measures for the unlabeled tic-marks,
then plot the points (θ, cos(θ)) for these measures using the tables above. Use these points to guide a
sketch of f(θ) = cos(θ) on the interval 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π.

Problem 10. Plot the points (θ, sin(θ)) on the same gride for these measures using the tables above. Use
these points to guide a sketch of g(θ) = sin(θ) on the interval 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. Be sure to label both of
your graphs so you can tell them apart.
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Problem 11. Use the graphs above to approximate the values of sin
(
7π

12

)
and cos

(
5π

12

)
. Compare your

estimates to the values your calculator gives you. (Be sure to have your calculator in radian mode.)

Problem 12. Use the graphs above to find all approximate solutions to the equation −0.4 = cos(θ) in the
interval 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π. Write your approximations in decimal form.

Problem 13. Use the grid appearing on the next page to sketch a graph of h(θ) = tan(θ) on the interval
0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π.
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Supplemental Problems.

1. Suppose that a wad of gum is stuck to one of the fan blades a distance r = 1.8 feet from the center of
the fan.

(a) If the initial position of the wad of gum is located on the positive x-axis, what are the coordinates
for this point?

(b) The fan is turned on. When a photo of the fan is taken, the coordinates of the wad’s new position
is (.8,−1.61). In what quadrant does this point lie?

(c) Let θ be the radian measure of the angle defined by the initial and new positions in Part (b).
Determine the values of cos(θ), sin(θ), and tan(θ).

2. Nell is bored and decides to take a rubber ball, attach it to a three-foot piece of string, and start
twirling it counterclockwise over her head. You are also bored and take two quick photos of the
twirling ball. Let the position of the ball in the first photo be the initial position and let the position
the the second photo be the new position. Assume a rectangular grid has been placed so that the
initial position is at the point (3, 0).
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(a) Suppose the ball traveled through an arc of length S =
5π

2
feet as it moved from the initial

position to the new position. What is the radian measure θ of the angle in standard position
defined by these positions?

(b) What are values of sin(θ) and cos(θ)?

(c) What are the coordinates of the new position?

(d) What is the slope of the ray that passes from the origin (the hand holding the string) through
the new position?

3. Suppose a circle has radius r = 0.5 feet, and suppose that points are marked on the circle so that
each is

π

16
feet apart along the circumference of the circle. Choose any point to be the initial point,

and place a rectangular grid so that the origin is at the center of the circle, and the initial point is at
(0.5, 0).

(a) If we call the initial point the 0-point, what is the radian measure of the angle in standard position
defined by the 0-point and the third point reached by moving counterclockwise?

(b) What is the radian measure of the angle in standard position defined by the 0-point and the tenth
point reached by moving counterclockwise?

(c) What are the coordinates of the tenth point reached by moving counterclockwise?

4. Engineers and physicists often use three additional trigonometric functions called the secant, the cose-
cant, and the cotangent functions. These functions are defined by

sec(θ) =
1

cos(θ)
csc(θ) =

1

sin(θ)
cot(θ) =

1

tan(θ)

where θ is the radian measure of an angle in standard position.

(a) For what values of θ in the interval 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π will the secant function be undefined? How do
you know?

(b) For what values of θ in the interval 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π will the cosecant function be undefined? How do
you know?

(c) Using your tables of data for the cosine function, sketch the graph of k(θ) = sec(θ) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π
on the grid provided on the next page.
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